Italian Bases Week

PROVISIONAL
ITINERARY

10-20 MAY

An In-depth visit to Italy, including many airbases, multiple museums and many interesting
airports and Airfields. This country is very rich in Aviation history.
FRI 10 We depart early from the UK direct to ROME FCO. We collect our vehicles and drive to our hotel
which is situated at the side of the runway and end of the cross runway. Our hotel has a café and viewing
platform, which allows great views of the whole airport and is great for pictures. We spend the rest of the
day here, viewing from the platform. There is also the chance to visit a nearby scrapyard, a Viscount in a
school and the presidential Convair used as a restaurant. *Part of the group will stay at another nearby hotel
SAT 11 We have breakfast on the viewing platform, above the café. Start the morning viewing movements
at FCO, then we depart late morning for CIAMPINO airport, where the low cost airlines, GA aircraft and
the government fleet are based. Then we visit URBE in the afternoon, then back to FIUMICINO for the rest
of the evening.
SUN 12 After breakfast and a couple of hours at the hotel, we drive north to the fantastic AERONAUTICA
MILITARE MUSEUM, with a huge collection of rare aircraft displayed. In the afternoon we plan to visit
another Airbase and a couple of preserved Fighters on display, then back to our hotel.
MON 13- MON 20th
Full itinerary is not available yet, but we plan to visit multiple airfields, Airbases and many Museums
and collections. We hope to get many base visits, but at this stage we don’t have full details.
We head south from Rome, with many stops during our circular tour of Italy. Main cities include-

LATINA - NAPOLI
FOGGIA - RIMINI VERONA - BRESCIA TURIN - GENOA -

- SCALEA - BARI
VENICE - TRENTO
BERGAMO - MILAN
PISA - FLORENCE

PLUS MANY OTHERS....

- LIMITED TO 35 PEOPLE -

REGIONAL DEPARTURES AVAILABLE

Tour Cost: £ TBA

Deposit: £189 Single Room: £ TBA

Includes: Flights & all taxes, Ground transport, 10 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

